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Philohstan … 

 
Category: Inspiration and Encouragement 

 
 

A great net is forming ... 
 

Across the world 
there are thousands of points of light 

just like you 

thousands now and growing daily 
growing in light, growing 

in love, in connectedness – feel it. 
 

Feel it, sense it 
see in your mind’s eye 

– travel there, open the door 
to your own higher and immortal Self 

to your own becoming 
to the call ... 

 
The note is sounded and thousands of you 

are finding the way 
thousands and daily more 

connecting, connecting in the field of light 

each a point, a node in the new 
family of Earth emerging. 

 
Feel this your Oneness, sense your belonging 

your Earthly family uniting one upon one 
in the new light. 

 
Tarry a moment and bask 

for here we dwell and welcome you 
your star families throughout the starry universes 

communicating with you, to you, our gift 
of love and light and Oneness. 

 
I am Philohstan, your brother from afar, from the constellation of the Eagle, 

and I bring you this communication this day. I recommend that you read it 

slowly, perhaps three times, or three days. Center in your heart, for there 
you will find us, ever with you, ever yours. 
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Master Yeshua ...  

 
Category: Inspiration and Encouragement 

 
 

My dear friends and readers, 
 

Once again I want to address you on this topic which is so dear to me, on 
coming closer to you, a topic that I think will bring you calmness, tranquility, 

peace of mind and spirit. A topic which will let you know that you’re not 

alone, that we have listened to your requests, that we are coming closer, 
and even that some of us are already working on Earth. This is great news 

to you all. Many of us in the Community of Masters and our Off-Earth Allies 
are already doing our job to help the human family come out of the darkness 

and move forward.  
 

This is a big step for humanity, made of many small steps by each one of 
you, made of many steps from each of us, who are committed, are pledged 

to support the advancement of the human family. In many areas can we 
influence and help and it is in many areas that we are working already, not 

as much as we would like perhaps, but we have to be respectful of cosmic 
laws.  

 
But this is a process that once begun won’t stop. Your requests have made 

the light coming from the Global Network of Light increase very quickly, 

which allows us to come closer and work more freely to help you.  
 

On my side, it is the principle of love, unconditional love for you and towards 
one another – no matter the differences in color, religion or ideas – and the 

idea of all of us being One and being the same, of being brothers and 
sisters, that I want to spread and to share with all of you. I tried already to 

change and spread this idea when I incarnated as Jesus of Nazareth. It has 
been my main goal to anchor this idea of Brotherhood in the human family. 

And it still is.  
 

There must be no differences between you, the members of the human 
family. You are One, one and only one human family. All of you human souls 

have incarnated at this time on Earth for a very clear purpose. Please look 
through the eyes of your souls and see that this is the way out of darkness.  

We on our side keep inspiring all of you. We are supporting the lightworkers 

who are inspiring other human beings who have not yet awakened their 
consciousness. Be assured that we are already working, that we come closer 

every day to you and to working together with you.  
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We, the Community of Masters and our Off-Earth Allies, are working with the 

Global Network of Light as a team, and I mean a team. Our common goal is 
to increase the light of the human family of Earth to bring them out of chaos 

and darkness, as they have asked us and as we wish to do. That is also our 
wish.  

 
Do not lose hope that the change is indeed possible. Let us all work together 

in moving into the new era, the New World, to the new and one human 
family in Oneness. 

 
 

My blessings to you all. Thank you, 
 

Master Yeshua 
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Mother Mary ...  

 
Category: Inspiration and Encouragement 

 
 

Dear Readers, 
 

We have made it clear that this year is one where we intend to come closer 
to the human family. The question is: What does “closer” mean? And that is 

what I would like to answer from my perspective. 

 
I believe that many of us for a long while have been very close to the hearts 

of those who would be reading this, and of lightworkers around the globe 
who do not even know this website exists. Yet we are close to their hearts 

and they are close to us.  
 

In this year, it is vital that we become closer, that the communication 
between us become more open and alive, vibrant, inclusive. It is time that 

those who are close to us heart-to-heart also understand that the evolving 
situation in the world today, that the evolving consciousness of those who 

are lightworkers, that the ever-evolving consciousness of the human family 
includes the fact that we, who have in many degrees been silent with direct 

communication, now become visible and vocal. We can do this in many 
ways. Master Morya has begun with a Twitter account in Spanish for our 

Spanish-speaking sisters and brothers: @elmoryaviamayra  

 
It is time that the rest of us also begin to think about what a Twitter account 

can do for us. The Facebook account is now beginning to receive comments 
from those who follow and do read the short extracts from WeSeekToServe. 

So it is that we become more alive, more alive in the mental images of the 
human family, vibrant and living, if we communicate in the same media that 

people expect communications today.  
 

This website has served its purpose and for a while we do anticipate that it 
will continue to serve. But there are other means of getting brief messages 

out to the human family, to let more and more and more people know that 
we have not become de facto history and that the words of history are not 

the only words we have. No. We are alive today and vibrant.  
 

When I say alive, I do not mean that we have incarnated and that you can 

look up Mother Mary in the phone book. No. But we are alive in our own 
realm and we are working for the benefit of the entire human family from 

our own realm. And the communication must be opened up between that 
realm and the human family and we have to expand. We have to expand 
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and we will use our trained channels and we will begin to have other means 

of communication. 
 

We want more and more of the human family today to know that we exist, 
that we are working, that we are working with various members of the 

human family in what ways we can to guide, to encourage, to strengthen. In 
this troubled time, it is important that those who see the light and know the 

light in their heart can be strengthened. If they listen to their soul for 
guidance, they still will benefit. They still call out to be helped, to be strong 

to face the many, many challenges before the human family. 
 

So what we wish to do is to expand our ability to communicate to as broad a 
swath of the human family as we can. And to do that, we must begin looking 

at the communication methods that the human family is using today.  

 
We are not likely to buy mobile phones and begin texting. But there are 

other means. We are following Master Morya’s lead. We will see how a 
Twitter account works. We have an obligation as elder sisters and brothers 

to do our very best to communicate clearly, effectively with love to bring 
light. So this is an expansion that we wish to make. 

 
How fast will that happen? It is hard to say. But we know the challenge is 

there in front of us and we are up to that challenge.  
 

 
In love and light from my deepest heart, 

 
Mother Mary 
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Sho ...  

 
Category: Inspiration and Encouragement 

 
 

The platform we are racing towards is coming into view ... quite a bit more 
clearly and solidly. Thus it is time to reach out and communicate with our 

friends and family in the human kingdom ever more so. We understand that 
means of communicating have changed over the last few years and changed 

immensely since we last walked the Earth. We need to make use of these 

viable new means of communication and are doing so step by step as we 
expand our reaches. 

 
Please be patient with our old-fashioned methods as they still and will 

always apply, but we will simply expand our usual methods and continue to 
blend in more and more with how humans are communicating now. 

 
Twitter, You Tube and Facebook to name a few, are expanding our avenues 

for communication but also for two-sided dialogue as well. We know that it is 
important in the coming age to have that dialogue and allow humanity to 

participate with us more fully ... to ask questions and therefore feel better 
heard and understood. 

 
It is our great pleasure and honor to be taking these steps at this time, 

though they have been long in order. Much has been put into place and re-

aligned to come to this position. We cannot say enough to those of you 
lightworkers who have helped make this possible, even striveable – if one 

can understand the ‘take’ on that word usage. Many have worked in stife to 
produce these effects in other words, but they generated that inspired 

environment and then followed through. 
 

So now we can go to the next steps and make closer communication with 
humanity. Much closer and more interactive. We alone cannot make the 

changes to the world to happen. We can guide and encourage, offer legions 
of wisdom and never ever give up. There are those who keep stride with us 

and know that we continue to work towards unity despite all appearances. 
This we hold with good measure. And today, as we take note of the 

progress, we also congratulate you collectively on the success we know will 
take place in the next wave of actions. 

 

This is our goal ... to help humanity know and feel that they are understood 
and heard, with actions taken to give them aid to this means. We too, 

though, hope to see humanity stepping up to the plate in their forms of 
expression and thus furthering the cause and inspiring all. It works both 
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ways and thus we shall optimize the process. 

 
Imagine a ball sitting at the top of a hill. It teeters, it wavers, it hesitates ... 

and finally it tips over the edge and rolls with ever increasing speed. We can 
say that this is how the lightworkers have influenced the guidance that will 

aid humanity, the positive light that will jumpstart you past barriers into an 
ever-increasing bid for unity and clarity ... once again ... despite all 

appearances. 
 

We do encourage those who can to expand their knowledge in the use of 
common media, in creative ways to further spread the important bonds of 

unity. Find common threads to link your groups to your other groups ... and 
mushroom the cause. 

 

We have a trusted team who will facilitate these forms of communication 
and keep the flow open, keep the questions addressed and serve to facilitate 

a faster yield. Can you feel how excited we are at the possibilities that lie in 
wait here? 

 
We certainly do, and we encourage you to reach out beyond your comfort 

zone and ask the questions that will help you to come to an understanding 
within yourself and use this to help those around you also come to an 

understanding. Let’s rejoice at this sharing, let’s rejoice at these possibilities. 
The world is changing because of new forms of communication and we are 

pleased, ever too pleased to foster this. 
 

This is a work in progress of course, but know that we are more than happy 
to work through this and come to a new development. 

 

 
Thank you,  

 
Sho 
(from the Pleiades) 
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Sartarius ... 

 

Category: Inspiration and Encouragement 
 

 
As some of you may recall, I am a representative of several groups from the 

Pleiadian star cluster. I would share today some views on Communications 
as our ties with humanity grow closer.  

 

First, I would assure you that behind and beyond all outward appearances, 
from our vantage point, a new and better civilization is rapidly forming as 

more and more people awaken to the new consciousness that is spreading 
throughout your world. This new awareness is at a higher frequency. It is 

opening a path for your planet to evolve, as all planets do, and to rediscover 
lost parts of its destined plan through that awakening process.  

 
The early ones are seeking to anchor it in thought and wise action. And the 

New Time is offering the chance for all to play a part in its birthing. The 
scope of this transition is not simply another concept for the mind to toy 

with. It requires a leap in consciousness to grasp that this is the next rung of 
human evolution.  

 
This is why I encourage you to explore your mental faculty known as 

intuition. You can reach out through meditation or any form of 

contemplation. You can pay attention to your dreams, for they communicate 
subtle insights. However it best works for you, open yourself to insights for 

creating a better world around you. Articulate them when they come. 
Communicate your vision to others. Dare to aspire, singly and together, and 

see what happens.  
 

We, your star brethren since the dawn of time, know what you are going 
through, and, alongside the Masters, your own planetary elders, we support 

your trials and discoveries. We cheer you on, like a good family supports its 
children. And even though perhaps not so brave or so far advanced, your 

“real life” friends and family will know intuitively that you are on to 
something new, something different, something more promising maybe, and 

will begin to wonder for themselves what that change for the better could 
be....  

 

But beware – life intervenes. There will always be those crying, “Don’t rock 
the boat.” The status quo will fight tooth by claw to protect its rule over 

“reality,” and even some aspect of your own consciousness wants to keep 
you in the known zone, the mundane, the routine  ... the comfortable and 
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SAFE.  

 
It is the chief role of your accumulated conditioning – from your societies, 

your cultures, your families, your schools and sometimes even your own 
lower nature – to lull you into compliance and submission to “what is.” I 

submit that one of your biggest challenges is to overcome these mindsets 
and to break free of the inappropriate fears that no longer serve you. What 

do you have to lose?  
 

Much of the physical infrastructure of current world society is breaking down. 
Witness the “out of order” signs everywhere you look. But at the same time, 

many new discoveries are right around the corner, including startling 
innovations in physics, engineering and medicine that are still below the 

radar of the general public. We are inspiring many of these developments.  

 
We bid you to be open and move swiftly through your current troubles and 

discomfort. Spiritual tension is required for all great leaps forward. Accept 
this mystery and work with it. You will the sooner break through into the 

new era of light.  
 

The human family is now engaged in a perilous but exciting transition. We, 
your star families, are here and itching to come closer yet, to share with you 

our gifts of wisdom and knowledge. Can you hear us knocking at the door? 
 

 
Your friend, 

 
Sartarius 

(from the Pleiaides)* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                    
* MasterSpeak provides the Community of Spiritual Masters and our Off-Earth Allies a forum for discussion. While 

each individual has their own perspective, they never fail to work together for the benefit of humanity. For more 

information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com. ©2017 WeSeekToServe Production Team  

 


